Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
CSR is the responsibility of an organization for the impacts of its decisions and activities on society, the environment, and its own prosperity. CSR creates transparency, credibility and trustworthiness within an organization.

POPULAR OPTIONS
- Backpack Build
- Bike or Wheelchair Build
- Camp Wannagiveback
- Furniture Fix-Up
- Military Give Back
- Music Feeds the Soul
- Putting for a Purpose
- Community Outreach Programs

CUSTOM OPTIONS
Does your company support a specific charity? We can develop a Give Back event that fits your cause! We can also locate and suggest charitable organizations and work with them on your behalf to determine what impact your group can make. We build fun event experiences with positive social impact. The options are endless!

CONTACT INFORMATION
Event Sales | 952-854-0089
info@metroconnections.com
www.metroconnections.com